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OUR MISSION

We strive to provide Tech
Solutions to all your Problems

using latest cutting-edge
technology.

We are a Custom Tech Development
Company. We offer a wide range of
services ranging from custom software
development to mobile app development to
data science services. 

At Nu Eta, we believe in solving complex
problems using simple and Innovative
solutions. We are driven by logic and
powered by passion.

We offer total technology and software
development and support using Next-gen
Technologies and Methodologies. We offer
wide range of developments using various
technologies to fulfill all your requirements.

OUR SERVICES
CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT
DATABASE
DATA SERVICES
TESTING & QA
CLOUD SERVICES
DEVOPS
UI/UX DESIGN

ABOUT US
We shall provide total  customer satisfaction and
achieve leadership in our products and services
across the globe, through excellence in   technology
and  continuous improvement in all our areas of
business. 
              
Driven by high professional standards in our practices,
we shall  lead the industry in our area of operation by
building a sound customer base   with high quality of
products, competitive pricing and cost effective 
 services.

We shall continuously  upgrade our technology,
systems and   procedures to achieve leadership in
Innovation.

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE
IT & SOFTWARE
CONSULTANCY
FINANCE
RETAIL
LIFESTYLE
ENTERTAINMENT
GAMING
MEDICAL & HEALTHCARE



CUSTOM SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

Microsoft Stack - .NET, .NET Core, .; C#, ASP, MVC, O365 API, Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Dynamics, SQL Server
Web Technologies: Java, JS Frameworks like Angular JS, Vue JS, React JS
Cloud Technologies: MS Azure and related technologies like Azure AD, Microsoft Conginitive Service, DevOps, Azure Table
Space, Cosmos DB  etc.; AWS stack of technolgies, Google Cloud Platform
AI Technologies: Tensorflow, Microsoft Cognitive Service, Chatbots
Storage Technolgoies: NOSQL DBs like Cosmos DB, Mongo DB; Relational Databases like MS SQL Server, Oracle, MySQL,
PostgreSQL
SaaS

Custom software development is the process of designing, creating, deploying and maintaining software for a specific set of users,
functions or organizations. Custom software development is performed by  our in-house development teams. A custom project
would move through the familiar steps of requirements gathering, code construction, testing and deployment and apply the same
methodologies, like Agile, DevOps  or  Rapid Application Development, as any other software project.

We offer all types of software developments using wide range of technologies and methodologies as per your requirement to give
you the desired output 
exceeding your expectations.



MOBILE APP DEVELOPMENT

Native App    
Cross Platform App     
Hybrid App     
Progressive Web App  

Mobile app development is a process for building mobile applications   that run on mobile devices. These applications can either be  
 pre-installed or downloaded and installed by the user later. They use   the network capabilities of the device to work computing
resources   remotely.  Hence, the mobile app development process requires creating   software that can be installed on the device,
and enabling backend   services for data access through APIs.   

A custom Android/iOS app can do wonders for your brand, whether you’re using it for employee productivity, as a social engagement
mechanism, or as a way to facilitate things like loyalty or rewards programs. We are extremely experienced in building a wide array
of social apps, productivity apps, games, and ecommerce apps for brands around the world. Our focus on effective design, cutting-
edge technology, and cost-effectiveness throughout our development process makes us a great choice for brands looking to leverage
mobile technology. We offer wide rage of App types using various Technologies. 



DATABASE

Oracle Database     
MySQL     

A database is an organized collection of structured information, or data, typically stored electronically in a computer system. A
database is usually controlled by a database management system (DBMS). Together, the data and the DBMS, along with the
applications that are associated with them, are referred to as a database system, often shortened to just  database. 

There are many different types of databases. The best database for a specific organization depends on how the organization intends
to use the data. We offer a wide range of services for creating, storing and managing Data.     

Data Science     
Data Analytics     
Data Visualization     

Data is essentially the plain facts and statistics collected during the operations of a business. They can be used to measure/record a
wide range of business activities - both internal and external. Businesses can harness data to make decisions about: Finding new
customers, Increasing customer retention, Improving customer service, Better managing marketing efforts, Tracking social media
interaction, Predicting sales trends etc.

We help businesses to turn raw numbers into strategic business insights. We offer Data Science as a service and perform difficult
analytics for all businesses and service providers. We offer wide range of service to transform data as per your requirement.     

DATA SERVICES

Microsoft SQL Server    
 dBASE  

Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning Service  
 Data Warehouse  



TESTING & QA

Functional Testing    
 Performance Testing     
Security Testing     
Test Automation  

Quality assurance (QA) testing is the process of ensuring that your product is of the highest possible quality for your customers. QA
is simply the techniques used to prevent issues with your software product or service and to ensure great user experience for your
customers. 

Qur quality assurance (QA) testing methodology is a combination of both automated testing and manual testing. We offer end-to-
end Software Testing services.      



CLOUD

 AWS     
Google Cloud     

Cloud services are services available via a remote cloud computing server rather than an on-site server. These scale-able solutions
are managed by a third party and provide users with access to computing services such as analytics or networking via the internet.
Cloud services offer powerful benefits for the enterprise, from greater productivity and enhanced efficiency to significant cost
reductions and simplified IT management.

We offer cloud computing services including servers, storage, databases, networking, software, analytics, and intelligence—over the
Internet (“the cloud”) to offer faster innovation, flexible resources, and economies of scale.     

Assessment & Strategy Planning     
Framework & Tool Stack    

DevOps is a combination of the terms development and operations, meant to represent a collaborative or shared approach to the
tasks performed by a company's application development and IT operations teams. In its broadest meaning, DevOps is a philosophy
that promotes better communication and collaboration between these teams and others in an organization.

Our DevOps engineers incorporate DevOps processes in your organization and use modern tools that complement your frameworks.
We automate your cloud infrastructure and processes while ensuring continuous delivery and continuous integration to quickly get
your product to the market.      

DEVOPS

 DevOps for Accelerated Outcomes   
  Managed DevOps Services

Microsoft Azure     
Open Stack  



UI/UX DESIGN

Web Design     
Software Design    
 Product Design     
Graphics Design     
Digital Marketing  

Design is one of the most important factor when building a brand. The   design is what will set you apart from your competition and
help you   garner the desired emotion or feeling from customers. It is what will   make people believe that your company and your
product actually work   better than the competition.

We offer a wide range of design services for all your needs.      



OUR WAY OF LIFE

Quality: We pay great attention to detail so that all our output is in line with client requirement and beyond their expectations. We
are committed to deliver top-notch quality and total customer satisfaction.

Efficiency: We strive by our ways, means and methodology to ensure greatest efficiency in every work we do. We have efficient
methods in place that work to our advantage to deliver output efficiently.

Growth Hack: We make creative use of technology and analytics in combination with product development to increase a
company’s growth at lower costs.

Delivery:  We are committed to consistent delivery to all our clients. We follow excellent time management strategies to manage
timely and consistent delivery to our clients.

Commitment: We are committed to you to serve you to the best of our abilities. 
Innovation: We shall strive to improve continuously and foster innovation through constant research and development.
Integrity: We shall practice honesty a consistent and  uncompromising adherence to strong moral and ethical principles and 
 values.

WHY NU ETA ?



GET A QUOTE

We will respond to your queries at the earliest possible. Drop in your inquiry and our business development executive will contact
you at the earliest.     
Our dedicated teams will analyze your requirement and our Contracts team will draw up a proposal after due diligence and
discussions with you. We try our best to fit in our client budget.     
We sign Non-disclosure Agreements (NDAs) for the respective projects if required and we guarantee the privacy and
confidentiality of your Idea/Project.  

 At Nu Eta, we believe in putting our customers first. We follow strict guidelines to ensure privacy and security. We are always
available to help you and provide our services to the best of our abilities.



Address : 101 Harmony Icon , Zydus Road, Thaltej, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.
Contact : +91 9537494787 , +91 9408691509 , +91 9638427163
E-mail    : nuetatechnologies@gmail.com


